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BRING CLARITY 
TO THE CHAOS

Get real-time tracking and visibility into your 
surgical assets through the entire perioperative 
loop, from decontamination to the OR and back, 
with CensiTrac.

Full case utilization is traceable down to the 
instrument level; color-coded prioritization keeps 
teams up-to-date on current case schedules at 
all times 

Operating Room

Easily manage case cart inventory with the power 
to track the locations of individual assets on each 
case cart

Case Cart Assembly

Sterilization

Sterilization competency management provides 
reassurance that technicians are properly sterilizing 
instruments and remaining safe

Improve tray tracking accuracy and streamline 
training with easy-to-use assembly instructions, 
training tips, multi-media reprocessing aides, and 
approved substitutions 

Tray Assembly

Get seamless prioritization guidance with real-time 
visibility into unreturned instruments, upcoming case 
counts and surgical asset needs through CensiTrac’s 
OR Scheduler Interface

Decontamination



• Instrument-level tracking
• OR scheduler interfacing
• Real-time updates and enhancements
• Automated instrument substitution 

cross-referencing tool
• Enhanced reporting to ensure compliance and 

proof of infection prevention
• Seamless integration into existing tray assembly 

ecosystem
• Easy training with full instructions, multimedia 

aids, and more available to all technicians

Get the maximum value out of every procedure 
with the industry’s most capable and 
comprehensive cloud-based surgical 
asset management system.

Ensure traceability. Increase productivity. Improve outcomes.

Get Clarity Across the Entire Perioperative Loop

What Leaders are Saying About CensiTrac

Achieve unparalleled visibility into your entire perioperative loop 
with CensiTrac. Go to censis.com/solutions/censitrac to learn more. 

Optimize efficiency even further with a fully integrated Censis ecosystem

TM

Advanced surgical 
instrument tracking 

with laser, 
electrochemical and 
other marking services

Get complete visibility and 
actionable intelligence 

with our interactive data 
platform for faster, better 

decision making

Optimize inventory and 
reduce manual reprocessing 

with electronically 
tracked endoscopes 

and accessories 

Automate ordering and 
compliance to streamline 
vendor communications 
and ensure loaner trays 

arrive correctly and on time 

“For SPD leaders without an instrument 
management system, the CensiTrac 
information system is a must-have tool in 
the complex environment of surgical 
services today.”

Robby, Sterile Processing Manager at
St. Joseph’s Hospital and Medical Center

"I’ve used CensiTrac for seven years. My 
favorite feature was being able to run 
reports to help us with our key performance 
indicators, and make sure we're using all of 
the available scan points to get some really 
good data.”

Sara, Director of Sterile Processing at 
University of Florida Health


